
Three-sided Inside-Out Turned Ornament 
What is inside-out turning? 

• Creating a turned piece by first taping together multiple pieces; mounting that 
assembly onto a lathe and turning the inside contour; splitting the multiple pieces 
apart, reversing their interior/exterior positions; then gluing the pieces together and 
finally turning the outside shape of the designed piece. 

Designing the Size and Shape for a 3- Piece Ornament: 
1. Determine the final outside diameter. 
2. Determine the final wall thickness of the ornament. 
3. Using a compass draw concentric circles that equal the inside and outside diameters 

on a sheet of paper. (A) 

4. With a 30º x 60º triangle draw a hexagon on the outside of the outside diameter circle, 
Red Lines, (B) 

5. Measure the length and width of one piece on your drawing. That should be the final 
end grain size of the piece that you should cut using your table saw. The length of 
each piece should be cut 4” longer for safe turning. (B) 

6. When setting-up the table saw to cut the pieces, tilt the blade to 30º using a 30º x 60º 
triangle with the 60º angle sitting on the table saw table. (C)  
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Assembling the Pieces: 

1.  Tape the three pieces together with masking tape or painters tape. Keep the tape near the 
ends of the pieces.(D) 

2.  Tightly clamp the taped pieces with hoses. clamps. Be sure to keep the clamps on the 
tape near the ends of the pieces. Wrap the hose clamps with masking or painters tape for 
safety while turning. (E) 

 
Mounting Assembly on Lathe: 

1. Center punch the clamped pieces on both ends. (F) 
2. Mount clamped pieces on the lathe between revolving centers. 
3. Use a cardstock template to layout and position the inside shape. (G) 

4. Now begin shaping ONLY THE AREA where the inside shape has been laid out. 
using a spindle gouge (H) 
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5. After completing the inside shape apply a finish of 
your choice. (I) 

6. Next, remove the assembly from the lathe and 
unclamp the pieces. 

7. Remove the tape. Reverse the pieces_inside-out and 
glue them together using a polyvinyl glue such as 
Elmers Glue™ or Titebond™,.Now clamp the assembly together. (J) 

8. After 24 hours unclamp the assembly and retape the glued pieces 
approximately 3/4” from the end. 

9. Before mounting the glued assembly on the lathe, cutoff each end to 
make it smooth incase the reassembly was misalignment during gluing. 

10. Mount the assembly between centers on the lathe and turn a tenon to fit your 
four jaw chuck for final turning.(K)  
NOTE: If you do not have a four-jaw chuck, you my mount the assembly between 
centers and turn the final outside shape. 

11. Turn the final outside shape with a spindle gouge and other small bowl gouges. 

12. If you choose to attach top and bottom finials, drill a small hole in the bottom for a finial 
tenon. (L). 

13. Finish sanding the piece using a small wooden block or large sanding pad prior to 
parting off the piece. 

14. Now is the time to turn top and bottom finials and any interior inserts you may wish to 
add.  

15. Assemble those additional parts; apply a final finish and your ornament is completed! 
16. Enjoy turning this segmented project!
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